
GamePool Overview 

GamePool is an advanced football betting app for office pools and home game parties. It is 
designed to enhance the game experience of all participating players. 
 
GamePool has multiple game plays and offers you a variety of ways to coordinate for bets. 
 
GamePool can be used in two ways- 
• Stand-alone mode where you enter player bets and manage the pool, and/or 
• Collaboration mode where you invite player to make their bets via GameBet app while you 
manage GamePool. The collaboration between the host and player works as shown-. 
 

 
 
You can pick & choose which player bets are entered manually or entered using the invitation 
method. GamePool can send invitations, receive responses and send out bet confirmations, 
each with one click. 
 
It provides an easy way to host a football pool that determines and informs the winners. Its 
multiple game plays generate more winners in each quarter. Its personalized game tickets, 
sharable game stats, personal notification to each winner, remote bet submission and unique 
multimedia presentation can make your pool a success and an enlightened game party. 
 
It provides you with unique displays, reports, bet accounting, easy setup with vocal and photo 
features to personalize the game for each participant and make it enjoyable for all players. 
 
GamePool can voice announce the results after each quarter with individual presentation for 
each winner. It can provide you with a catchy short presentation after each quarter on TV via 
Apple TV or another similar interface. 
 
In its simplest form GamePool offers you a quick, efficient and automated alternative for 
drawing 100 squares on a piece of paper and getting squares allocated to each participant. 
The app is flexible and can be used for just what you need. 
 
Key features- 
• Provides four type of bets- 
   - Game winner 
   - Combined score winner 
   - Lucky Square winners 
   - Super Cross winners 
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  You can turn on or off any of the above 
• Modifiable betting costs 
• Players bet only what they want 
• Customizable with  
  - Player display names 
  - Player vocal names 
  - Player photo 
• Seamless accounting for each bet and the pool 
• Produces and emails a Bet Ticket to each player 
• Automatic winner payout determination based on all bets 
• Automatic quarterly winner determination for 
  - Lucky Squares, and 
  - Super Cross 
• Automatic final game & score winners and the payout amount of each win 
• One click email notification to all game, score and quarter winners 
• Custom presentation for each quarter including- 
  - Vocal announcements 
  - personalized sounds and pictures of winners 
• Bets can be entered by the host directly or submitted remotely by players by using the 
GameBet app 
• One-click option to send bet invitation to the player you want to include in the pool.  
• Contains all NFL and College Football Teams 
• Save and use multiple games and multiple player sets 
• Up to 10 players and 10 bets can be entered and played in the standard free version.  
• GamePool can be played on all iOS devices in landscape and portrait screen orientations 
 

 


